High Levels of Circulating Cytomegalovirus DNA Reflect Visceral Organ Disease in Viremic Immunosuppressed Patients Other Than Marrow Recipients
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Abstract
Although viremia is a hallmark of disseminated cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection, not all viremic patients have visceral CMV disease. We used blot hybridization with a cloned subgenomic probe to quantitate viral DNA in blood leukocytes of 60 viremic patients (25 with solid organ transplants, 20 with AIDS, and 15 marrow recipients) who had different clinical manifestations of CMV infection. The results are expressed as pg of viral DNA/10 μg of leukocyte DNA. Patients with AIDS or with solid organ transplants who had CMV visceral organ disease had the largest amounts of viral DNA in their granulocytes (median 632 and 237 pg, respectively). These amounts were significantly greater than those in similar viremic patients without CMV visceral disease (17 and 21 pg; P < 0.005 and 0.002, respectively). All patients in the study with > 150 pg of CMV DNA in their granulocytes had visceral CMV disease. The amounts of viral DNA in granulocytes of AIDS and organ transplant patients with CMV retinitis were low (median 22 pg). Marrow transplant patients were unique in that the amounts of CMV DNA in granulocytes were low whether CMV visceral organ disease was present (17 pg) or absent (14 pg). We conclude that high levels of circulating CMV DNA in viremic AIDS and solid organ transplant patients reflect viral involvement of visceral organs but not the retina. In marrow recipients, the severity of CMV disease, even when fatal, is not reflected quantitatively in peripheral blood leukocytes. (J. Clin. Invest. 1992. 90:1832–1838.) Key words: AIDS • transplantation • granulocytes • interstitial pneumonia

Introduction
Disseminated cytomegalovirus (CMV) infections occur frequently in immunocompromised patients, particularly in those with AIDS and in recipients of solid organ or bone marrow grafts (1–7). The virus can be recovered in culture from the peripheral blood leukocytes of most patients with CMV disease. In the majority of cases, CMV has been recovered from granulocytes and much less frequently from mononuclear cells (8–13). More recently, recombinant DNA techniques have been used to study CMV viremia (14–16). We have previously demonstrated that granulocytes of viremic patients contain significantly larger quantities of CMV DNA than do the mononuclear cells (16). However, the differences are not strictly quantitative. Mononuclear cells usually do not release infectious virus in culture even when they contain amounts of CMV DNA similar to those detected in simultaneously collected granulocytes that are culture positive. Using in situ DNA hybridization, Turtinen et al. (17) and Dankner et al. (18) have shown that monocytes are the predominant, if not the only, mononuclear cells which contain CMV DNA during viremia.

Reports have appeared indicating that not all immunosuppressed patients with CMV viremia develop disease. Zaia et al. (10) studied 18 marrow transplant patients with CMV viremia that was detected in routine surveillance cultures obtained at specified intervals. Only seven of the patients developed CMV pneumonitis. However, in more recent studies, the rates of interstitial pneumonia in viremic marrow recipients have ranged from 60 to 70% (19, 20). In this report, we present studies in which the amounts of CMV DNA in peripheral blood leukocytes of viremic patients have been quantitated by DNA blot hybridization. Patients with diverse underlying conditions and with different manifestations of CMV disease were studied. The results indicate that there are major quantitative differences in the amounts of viral DNA in leukocytes of patients who are immunocompromised for different reasons. In addition, large quantities of circulating CMV DNA in granulocytes correlate strongly with the presence of visceral organ disease caused by the virus in solid organ transplant recipients and in patients with AIDS, but not in marrow recipients.

Methods

Patients. Blood samples were obtained from 60 immunosuppressed patients. In each case, CMV had been recovered from peripheral blood granulocytes in the University of Minnesota Clinical Virology Laboratory. Additional blood for the CMV DNA hybridization studies was obtained within 1–3 d of the initial detection of CMV viremia. None of the patients was receiving antiviral therapy with ganciclovir or foscarnet at the time the blood samples were obtained. As noted subsequently, certain marrow transplant recipients had received acyclovir, immunoglobulin, or both, prophylactically or therapeutically for varying periods (see Results). None of the solid organ transplant or AIDS patients was receiving acyclovir or immunoglobulin when blood samples were obtained.

The underlying immunosuppressive states of the viremic patients in the study were solid organ transplantation in 25, AIDS in 20, and bone marrow transplantation in 15. Among the 60 patients, 24 had clinically apparent visceral organ involvement with CMV, which was
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documented by viral culture and by the presence of the characteristic intranuclear inclusions in tissues obtained by biopsy or at autopsy or in cells present in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of patients with interstitial pneumonitis. The remaining 36 patients had no localizing clinical evidence of significant visceral organ involvement with CMV. This group included 7 patients with typical CMV retinitis and 29 patients who had positive CMV blood cultures obtained during a febrile illness. Thus, all patients in the study were suspected of having active CMV infection, and none of the blood samples were obtained for routine surveillance purposes. Leukocyte samples were also obtained from healthy CMV-seronegative adults for use as negative controls in the viral DNA studies.

Laboratory studies. Before extraction of viral DNA from leukocytes, the cell populations were enriched into polymorphonuclear and mononuclear leukocytes using Ficoll-Hypaque (16). Aliquots of separated leukocytes were washed in phosphate-buffered saline, pelleted by low-speed centrifugation, and stored at −70°C for subsequent extraction of DNA.

DNA was extracted from the leukocyte populations in phenol, chloroform, and isooamyl alcohol and was precipitated in ethanol as described previously (16, 21). For detection of CMV DNA in leukocytes by blot hybridization, the XbaI subgenomic fragment “C” of the Towne strain of CMV was used as the probe. The fragment was radiolabeled by nick translation using [32P]deoxyctydine triphosphate as described by Rigby et al. (22). The specific activity of the probe in different experiments was 1–3 x 10^6 counts/min per μg of DNA. The procedure used to quantitate the amount of CMV DNA contained within leukocyte cellular DNA has been described in detail (21). Briefly, 10 μg of denatured DNA from peripheral blood leukocytes were spotted onto nylon membranes (Zeta- Probe, Bio-Rad Laboratories; Richmond, CA). The membranes were then washed, air dried, and baked at 80°C for 2 h. After prehybridization, the membrane was transferred to the hybridization solution containing the denatured radiolabeled CMV probe. Hybridization was carried out at 68°C for 12–24 h. After washing in increasingly stringent solutions, radiolabeled hybrid DNA molecules were detected by autoradiography using XAR5 film (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY) and two intensifying screens at −70°C. In addition to the patient samples and negative controls, each blot contained positive standards consisting of known amounts of CMV DNA diluted sequentially in 10 μg pooled human leukocyte DNA obtained from four healthy adults seronegative for CMV. An optical scanning system composed of a videocamera, a videodigitizing circuit, and a microcomputer assigned optical density values to these positive standards, allowing the establishment of a standard curve. Linear-regression analysis was then applied to the dilutions of the positive standards, and the amount of CMV DNA in leukocytes was derived after the optical density of each sample was determined (21). The results are expressed as pg of CMV DNA/10 μg of host leukocyte DNA. This amount of leukocyte DNA is equivalent to ~1 x 10^6 cells.

Statistical analysis. Because of an extremely broad range in the amounts of CMV DNA detected in leukocytes of some subsets of patients, we used median rather than mean values for statistical analysis. In addition, neither the raw data nor logarithmically transformed data were normally distributed. Hence, a rank test was used for analysis (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney for comparing two groups and Kruskal-Wallis for more than two groups) (23). P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

The overall results of quantitation of the CMV DNA detected in the two populations of leukocytes obtained from all 60 viremic patients are summarized in Table I. No statistically significant differences in the median amounts of CMV DNA were found in granulocytes of the three groups. However, the median amounts of CMV DNA detected in mononuclear cells of viremic patients with AIDS and in solid organ transplant recipients were significantly higher than in marrow recipients (P < 0.01).

We also determined whether there were significant differences in the amounts of CMV DNA in the two leukocyte populations of all patients when the specific clinical manifestations of the CMV infection were taken into account. The clinical presentations analyzed included visceral organ disease (pneumonitis, hepatitis, esophagitis, gastritis, or colitis), viremia in the absence of visceral involvement, and retinitis (Table II). The median quantity of CMV DNA in granulocytes of patients with visceral organ disease was significantly greater than that in viremia or chorioretinitis (P < 0.003). In addition, the amount of CMV DNA in mononuclear cells of patients with visceral disease was significantly greater than that in patients with viremia alone (P < 0.03).

Further analysis of the subgroups of viremic patients yielded several differences that were highly significant statistically. Individual data points for each patient categorized by underlying immunosuppressive state and by clinical manifestations of the CMV infection are shown in Fig. 1. The median values for the amounts of CMV DNA detected in leukocytes of each patient population are also included. By far, the largest amounts of CMV DNA were detected in granulocytes of patients with AIDS who had clinically apparent visceral organ disease due to CMV. This difference was highly significant compared with AIDS patients lacking visceral organ involvement (P < 0.005) or marrow recipients with or without CMV organ involvement (P < 0.002 and P < 0.001, respectively). AIDS patients with visceral organ involvement due to CMV also tended to have larger amounts of circulating viral DNA in granulocytes (median 632 pg) than solid organ transplant recipients with visceral disease (median 237 pg), but this difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>CMV Manifestation</th>
<th>Median (pg)</th>
<th>Range (pg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granulocyte</td>
<td>Visceral disease (n = 24)</td>
<td>187*</td>
<td>(0–80,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viremia only (n = 29)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>(0–80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retinitis (n = 7)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>(0–75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mononuclear</td>
<td>Visceral disease</td>
<td>42^</td>
<td>(0–3,800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viremia only</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>(0–108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retinitis</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(15–70)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Quantity of CMV DNA in Leukocytes of Viremic Patients with Different Manifestations of CMV Infection

Table I. Quantity of CMV DNA in Leukocytes of Viremic Patients with Different Underlying Immunosuppressive Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>Underlying State</th>
<th>Median (pg)</th>
<th>Range (pg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granulocyte</td>
<td>AIDS (n = 20)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>(0–80,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid organ transplant (n = 25)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>(0–1,476)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone marrow transplant (n = 15)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(0–99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mononuclear</td>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>35*</td>
<td>(0–3,800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid organ transplant</td>
<td>31*</td>
<td>(0–277)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone marrow transplant</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>(0–52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P < 0.01 for comparison with bone marrow transplant patients.

** P < 0.003 for comparison with patients with viremia only or retinitis.

† P < 0.03 for comparison with viremia only.
did not reach statistical significance ($P = 0.077$). Among the solid organ transplant recipients, large amounts of CMV DNA in granulocytes also reflected visceral organ involvement due to the virus, although the difference was less impressive quantitatively compared with the patients with AIDS. Thus, the median amount of CMV DNA in granulocytes of organ recipients with visceral CMV disease (237 pg) was $>10$-fold greater ($P < 0.002$) than in their counterparts without apparent organ involvement (21 pg).

When the data from patients with AIDS and solid organ transplant recipients were combined, the amount of CMV DNA in granulocytes of patients with visceral organ involvement exceeded 150 pg in 13 of 15 instances. In addition, all patients in the study with $>150$ pg of viral DNA in their granulocytes had visceral organ disease due to CMV. In contrast, all of the 25 viremic AIDS or solid organ transplant patients without clinically apparent CMV visceral involvement had $<100$ pg of viral DNA in their granulocytes ($P < 0.001$, Fischer's exact test).

No correlation between the amounts of CMV DNA in granulocytes and organ involvement was found in viremic marrow transplant patients. In fact, the quantity of CMV DNA detected in granulocytes of marrow recipients was virtually identical (Fig. 1) whether CMV visceral disease was present (17 pg) or absent (14 pg). However, interpretation of these results is confounded by the fact that 8 of the 15 marrow recipients studied had received either prophylaxis (4 patients) or attempted therapy (4 patients) with acyclovir, intravenous immunoglobulin, or both in combination. In these instances, blood samples for detection of CMV viremia and quantitation of viral DNA were obtained after or during administration of these agents for varying periods. Two of the treated patients had received only a single dose of acyclovir. Nevertheless, the amounts of circulating CMV DNA in granulocytes of the eight viremic patients who had received some antiviral therapy were virtually identical to those in the seven patients who were not treated (17 and 15 pg, respectively). Documented visceral organ disease due to CMV was present in five of the eight treated patients and was fatal in three. Visceral involvement was present in four of seven patients who were not treated and was fatal in all four. Because the amounts of CMV DNA detected in all of these patients were uniformly low, no significant differences could be detected whether antiviral therapy was attempted or not, or whether visceral CMV disease was present or absent.

Typical CMV retinitis was associated with viremia in seven patients, five with AIDS and two with solid organ transplants (not included in Fig. 1). The amounts of CMV DNA in the granulocytes of these patients ranged from 0 to 75 pg, with a median value of 22 pg. This amount of viral DNA is essentially identical to that found in other viremic patients lacking demonstrable visceral organ involvement (i.e., the "viremia only" groups in Fig. 1).

A similar analysis was performed for the amounts of CMV DNA detected in mononuclear cells of viremic patients with
Table III. Frequency of Recovery Cytomegalovirus from Mononuclear Cell Cultures of Viremic Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Visceral disease</th>
<th>Viremia only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>3/6*</td>
<td>1/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid organ recipients</td>
<td>7/9</td>
<td>2/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marrow recipients</td>
<td>3/9</td>
<td>0/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13/24†</td>
<td>3/29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Number positive/number tested.
† P < 0.01 for comparison with patients with viremia only.

different underlying immunosuppressive states and with various clinical manifestations of the CMV infection (Fig. 1). As expected, the amounts of CMV DNA in mononuclear cells were generally lower than in granulocytes. However, the amounts of CMV DNA in mononuclear cells of AIDS patients with visceral organ involvement were significantly greater than in AIDS patients without organ involvement (P < 0.002), in solid organ transplant patients with or without organ involvement (P < 0.04 and P < 0.001, respectively), and in bone marrow recipients (P < 0.002). In the solid organ recipients, mononuclear cells of patients with CMV visceral organ disease contained significantly larger amounts of viral DNA than in patients without visceral disease (P < 0.002). When the data from patients with AIDS and solid organ transplants were combined, 6 of 15 patients with visceral organ involvement due to CMV had amounts of CMV DNA exceeding 150 pg in their mononuclear cells. On the other hand, none of 25 patients without CMV visceral organ involvement had this amount of CMV DNA in mononuclear cells (P < 0.01, Fischer's exact test). As noted above for granulocytes, the amounts of CMV DNA in mononuclear cells of marrow recipients were low whether visceral disease caused by the virus was present or absent (14 pg and 10 pg, respectively).

We also determined whether recovery of CMV from mononuclear cells of viremic patients was correlated with the presence or absence of visceral organ disease due to CMV (Table III). The virus was recovered from mononuclear cells of 13/24 patients with visceral CMV disease and from 3/29 patients without visceral organ involvement. This difference was highly significant statistically (P = 0.0016 by chi-square test with Yates correction, P = 0.0005 without correction). When the amount of CMV DNA in granulocytes and mononuclear cells of the individual viremic patients was compared and analyzed, however, no significant trends were apparent (data not shown). In other words, the individual patients with the largest amounts of CMV DNA in granulocytes were not necessarily the same patients with large amounts of viral DNA in mononuclear cells. In addition, no clear-cut direct correlation could be found between positive cultures of mononuclear cells and large amounts of CMV DNA within the cells (data not shown).

Discussion

Currently, the significance of positive blood cultures for CMV in immunocompromised patients is not fully defined. In some reports, CMV viremia has been generally considered an indicator, or at least a harbinger, of serious disease (14, 24–27). However, there may have been a selection bias in these studies because patients with severe manifestations of CMV infection were more likely to be tested for viremia. As viral cultures were obtained more systematically from patients at risk for serious CMV infection, it became clear that many viremic patients did not have or develop clinically apparent disease (10, 19, 28–30). To some extent, the consequences of CMV viremia may vary among different groups of patients. Among marrow recipients, viremia may be subclinical, although it is clearly a major risk factor for the development of interstitial pneumonitis, which is often fatal (10, 19, 20, 24). In solid organ transplant patients, viremia may not be associated with symptoms or may result in a “CMV syndrome,” characterized by varying combinations of fever, musculoskeletal symptoms, leukopenia, atypical lymphocytosis, thrombocytopenia, and liver dysfunction (25–27, 29–33). However, visceral organ CMV disease may develop, most frequently in the lungs (27, 31–34). In patients with AIDS, CMV viremia appears to be slowly progressive, often resulting in severe disease (35, 36). Thus, in a recent study from France (37), 28 of 71 (39.5%) patients infected with HIV had CMV viremia at the time of onset of their AIDS-defining illness. Over a subsequent mean interval of 7.7 mo, 14 of the 28 (50%) developed CMV organ involvement. On the other hand, only 4 of the 43 (9.3%) patients without CMV viremia at the onset of AIDS developed organ involvement over a mean follow-up period of 11.8 mo.

The present report, which provides more precise quantitative data using hybridization techniques to detect viral DNA, indicates that CMV viremia is by no means a uniform event, at least in patients with symptomatic infection. In addition, the amount of circulating viral DNA in leukocytes appears to reflect both the underlying state responsible for immunosuppression and the clinical manifestations of the CMV infection. Patients with AIDS who had documented visceral organ disease caused by CMV had extremely large amounts of viral DNA in their leukocytes, median values of 632 and 325 pg in granulocytes and mononuclear cells, respectively. A similar pattern, though less striking in quantitative terms, was seen in solid organ transplant recipients with CMV visceral organ disease. Here, the median amounts of viral DNA were 237 and 66 pg in granulocytes and mononuclear cells, respectively. On the other hand, the amounts of CMV DNA in leukocytes of viremic AIDS and solid organ transplant patients without clinically apparent CMV visceral organ involvement were uniformly low (median values of ≤ 21 pg). It should be noted, however, that these patients were nevertheless febrile in association with CMV viremia, and several had leukopenia, mild liver dysfunction, or both. The significantly larger amount of CMV DNA in blood leukocytes of the patients with clinically apparent organ involvement presumably reflects more intense viral replication and associated tissue injury in visceral organs. It seems far less likely that a “high grade” viremia develops first and is then followed by visceral organ disease. In this regard, we did not encounter a single patient with large amounts of circulating CMV DNA who did not yet have clinically apparent visceral disease in this study of 60 immunosuppressed individuals. However, definitive resolution of this issue would require a prospective study in which CMV viremia is monitored quantitatively in the same patients over long periods of time without the administration of antiviral therapy.

The reasons for the large amounts of circulating CMV DNA in the leukocytes of AIDS patients with visceral organ CMV disease in this study are unknown. However, these re-
 Results are consistent with published reports indicating that, in general, both the frequency and severity of CMV disease in patients with AIDS are greater than in other immunosuppressed patients (6, 7). In addition to retinitis, esophagitis, colitis, and hepatitis, involvement of other organs previously thought to be infected only rarely with CMV has now been described with considerable frequency in AIDS patients. Thus, necrotizing adenitis, panarteritis involving large arteries of the bowel, encephalitis characterized by diffuse proliferation of glial nodules, and CMV peripheral neuritis are commonplace in patients dying of AIDS (38–45). Perhaps the most straightforward explanation for these observations is that patients with AIDS are more profoundly immunosuppressed than transplant recipients. However, as reviewed elsewhere, other mechanisms may be involved (46). CMV infection itself has immunosuppressive effects that could directly or indirectly augment HIV-induced immunological deterioration (47–50). In addition, CMV and HIV may simultaneously infect the same cells, at least in the brain and retina (51–53). In this regard, it has been demonstrated in vitro that each virus may enhance the gene expression and replication of the other (54–58). If such mechanisms are involved in the more rapid progression of disease in HIV-infected individuals who are also infected with CMV, cells in the nervous system and those of monocyte/macrophage lineage appear to be the most likely targets (17, 18, 51, 52). It should be noted, however, that AIDS patients with CMV viremia and no apparent visceral organ involvement in this study did not have larger amounts of circulating CMV DNA than the other immunosuppressed patients. Thus, if CMV replication is augmented in some way in AIDS patients, it is not reflected in peripheral blood leukocytes unless visceral disease due to CMV is present.

Interestingly, CMV retinitis in five patients with AIDS and in two solid organ transplant recipients was not associated with large amounts of CMV DNA in blood leukocytes. This finding suggests that a relatively “low grade” CMV viremia is sufficient to seed the eye. In addition, the amount of CMV replication in the retina does not appear to be sufficient to produce a “high grade” secondary viremia. These findings are consistent with the clinical observation that immunosuppressed patients with CMV retinitis usually do not have clinically apparent involvement of visceral organs (6, 7, 59). CMV retinitis may develop after visceral organ disease but no patients with this sequence of events were included in the present study.

The pathogenesis of CMV disease, particularly interstitial pneumonitis, in marrow transplant patients appears to be unique. Marrow recipients differ from other immunocompromised patients primarily because they possess an immunologically active graft, and graft-versus-host disease has been closely correlated with the occurrence of CMV interstitial pneumonitis in several studies (19, 60). Experimental evidence in humans and in animal models indicates that the onset and persistence of interstitial pneumonitis among marrow recipients are not related to the amount of virus replicating in the lung (61–64). Thus, 9 of 10 marrow transplant patients reported by Shepp et al. (65) died of interstitial pneumonitis even though CMV was essentially eradicated from lung tissue after treatment with ganciclovir. The present study provides further evidence that the severity of CMV disease in marrow recipients is unrelated to the viral burden, at least as reflected in peripheral blood leukocytes during viremia. No correlation could be found between the amounts of circulating CMV DNA and the presence or absence of life-threatening disease involving the lungs and other organs. In fact, levels of CMV DNA were low in both granulocytes and mononuclear cells regardless of the clinical presentation. Although it is possible that in some instances replication of CMV may have been partially suppressed by suboptimal antiviral prophylaxis and therapy, this cannot be the full explanation. The amounts of CMV DNA in leukocytes of the patients who had received no antiviral agents, including four who died of CMV interstitial pneumonitis and disseminated disease, were also very low. Whether the small quantity of circulating CMV DNA in viremic marrow transplant patients is an indication of a lower level of CMV replication in the tissues compared with other immunosuppressed patients is not clear and requires further study. In this regard, we are currently quantitating the amounts of CMV DNA in cells obtained by bronchoalveolar lavage from different groups of immunosuppressed patients with CMV pneumonitis.

As in our previous report (16), both the amounts of CMV DNA and the frequency of recovery of infectious virus during viremia were significantly less in mononuclear cells than in granulocytes. Whether this difference reflects more efficient phagocytic degradation of infectious virus by monocytes or abortive nonpermissive infection by CMV in the latter cells is unknown. Transcription of the CMV “immediate-early” or alpha genes apparently occurs in both cell types (17, 18) but whether gene products that are normally expressed later in the cycle of viral replication are present has not been resolved. Definitive characterization of these molecular events will be necessary for a complete understanding of the virus–cell interactions involved in dissemination of CMV infection. Interestingly, CMV was recovered significantly more often from mononuclear cells of patients with CMV visceral organ disease in this study, even though no direct correlation was found between the amount of viral DNA and culture positivity.

Quantitation of CMV DNA in blood leukocytes, particularly in granulocytes, may have practical implications for diagnosis of visceral organ disease during viremia. Of the 15 viremic patients with AIDS or solid organ transplants who had visceral organ disease, 13 had > 150 pg of CMV DNA in their granulocytes. All patients in the study with > 150 pg of CMV DNA in their granulocytes had visceral organ involvement. On the other hand, none of the 25 viremic AIDS or solid organ transplant patients without CMV visceral disease had amounts of circulating viral DNA > 100 pg. Studies of a much larger number of immunosuppressed patients would be necessary to determine precisely the validity of using a “cutoff” value of circulating CMV DNA that could reliably identify patients with visceral disease. Simplification of the technique, particularly the need to extract DNA from cells and development of detection systems that do not involve radioisotopes, would also be necessary. However, since quantitation of viral DNA in leukocytes of marrow transplant patients with viremia would not identify the patients who have CMV visceral organ involvement, other approaches, such as determination of the numbers of infected cells in the peripheral blood or the extent of viral gene expression, should be investigated.
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